
Visit Jungla Maya and enter the amazing Sac - Actun system, the longest underground river in 
the world, explored and recommended by specialized divers of National Geographic Snorkeler. 
Snorkel surrounded by thousand-year-old rock formations. Drive across the jungle in Unimog 
all-terrain trucks. Rappel down and swim in the beautiful Yaxmuul cenote. Enjoy nature flying in 
exciting zip-lines and participate in an authentic Mayan ceremony. The natural park is exclusive 
for our small groups of visitors. In addition, drive across the jungle in all-terrain trucks, rappel 
down and swim in the impressive Yaxmuul cenote. Enjoy nature flying on exciting zip-lines and 
participate in an authentic Mayan ceremony. The natural park is exclusive for our small groups. 

Includes: Transportation in a van with air conditioning, bilingual guide, tickets, mountain climbing and snorkel 
equipment (we have pre-registration masks), buffet lunch, water and soft drinks, insurance and taxes.

Doesn’t include: Photo CD. 

Recommended: Comfortable shoes, swimsuit already on, light clothes, hat or cap, a change of clothes, and extra 
cash for photographs. 

Observations: Basic swimming skills are required for the cenote. Minimum age to drive ATVs is 16 years, and min-
imum age for the companion is 8 years. This tour is not canceled due to weather conditions. Optional collision 
insurance, available for $15 dollars. 

Health restrictions: This program is not recommended for persons suffering from severe physical, motor, or heart 
conditions, or pregnant women. Persons under the influence of alcohol or drugs cannot participate in this tour. 
Maximum weight allowed per participant for extreme activities: 135 kilos / 300 pounds approximately and size 44. 

Jungla Maya Code JUMAC

Highway Federal Chetumal-Puerto Juarez Km 287, Lote 13 Sur, Ejido Sur, 77710 Playa del Carmen, Q. Roo.

60 +Mon to Sat 9:00 hrs - 17:00 hrs 13 +6-12Estimated duration: 4:30 hrs

Your rep will indicate the meeting point and time when exchanging voucher.


